
Help your parent cook 
Plan your meal together, chop (with 

supervision), stir, taste and set the table! If 
this is your first time helping to make dinner 

for your family, you’ll be surprised at how 
much fun it can be and how proud you’ll feel 

when everyone enjoys your food!  

Organise your toys/books/belongings 
Sort out your belongings and make a bag of 

things that you can give to charity or a 
friend, if you no longer need them. Label 

boxes, find new homes for things, rearrange 
your bedroom etc. It’s very therapeutic! 

Can you put your books in alphabetical 
order? 

 

Learn something new 
Have you ever thought about learning how 

to count in another language? Maybe you 
would like to learn how to do origami or do 

some yoga? Maybe you would like to learn a 
new dance routine or a new card game. 

Whatever you decide to learn, please share 
your new skills with us on Dojo!  

 

Use your garden/yard 
Get some fresh air! Here are some ideas of 

things you can do in your garden.  
Do some gardening. Create some art using 

whatever stones, leaves, petals (that have 
blown off!) that you can. Take a photo to 

show us what you’ve done.  
Practise your keep-ups, do handstands, make 

an obstacle course or play a game.  

Ideas for keeping 

busy if you’re stuck 

in the house! 

Hammer those times tables! 
Why not use this time to become BRILLIANT 

at all of the times tables. Use the games 
online to help you. Remember to use the 

games that give you 6 seconds to answer 
each question.  

Play board games and make one of 

your own 

Board games are a great way to spend time 

with your family. Why don’t you have a try 
at making one of your own? You can use the 

dice or counters from another game (or make 
your own) and create your own board and 

rules!  
 

Keep those fitness levels up! 
Get running around your garden – how 

many times would you have to run around it 

to run a mile? Draw and use your own 
hopscotch grid. Time yourself – how many 

star jumps, tuck jumps, hops, can you do in a 
minute? Practise your steps-ups on the 

bottom step. 

Entertain your family 
Think of ways to make your brothers/sisters 

or grown-ups laugh. You might learn or write 

some new jokes for them; draw a comic strip 
with them as the main character; tell them a 

funny story. Let’s look after each other  

 


